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MEDIA ADVISORY 

 

European Home invites you to experience the beauty of a modern fireplace at the largest design fair on 

the west coast, Dwell on Design. The latest international design trends and products will be featured 

during this four-day design experience, including a modern gas fireplace by European Home.  

 

Who: European Home, a designer, manufacturer and distributor of modern gas and 

wood fireplaces 

 

What: Dwell on Design Method Home Prefabricated Show Home Booth 746, featuring a 

European Home fireplace 

 

Why: Cutting edge technology and high-quality materials are bringing a clean and 

simple artistic appeal to modern gas and wood fireplaces. European Home 

representatives will be available for product demonstrations and media interviews.  

 

Where:   Los Angeles Convention Center Booth 746 

1201 S Figueroa Street 

Los Angeles, California, 90015 

 

When:   Thursday, April 5, 2018 to Saturday, April 7, 2018 

       

RSVP:   Europeanhome@rhinopr.com  

 

Details: 

 

European Home designs, distributes, and manufactures high-quality and beautiful modern gas and wood 

fireplaces with clean lines, simplicity, and attention to detail. In addition to their own line of modern linear 

fireplaces, manufactured in New England, they are also the exclusive North American distributor of iconic 

fireplace brands such as Focus Fires (France) and Element4 (Netherlands). A Modore 140 MKII by Element4 

will be featured on the Dwell on Design event floor in a pre-fab house exhibit by Method Homes.   

Method Homes is a custom manufacturer of prefabricated modern structures, including modular homes, 

commercial buildings, and garages. As a leader in the prefab building industry, Method Homes focuses 

on building precision-engineered and sustainable structures, including structures meeting LEED Platinum.  

The fully functional pre-fab home display will showcase Element4’s Modore 140 linear fireplace with a 

Concrete Style designer interior. The Modore 140 is a direct vent fireplace with a 55” wide viewing area 

and a sleek design with a trimless finish for a completely modern look. Fire media is available in a wide 

range of options, including clear or black glass, white Carrara pebbles, grey stones, pre-curated media 

mixes, or logs, which completely conceal the burner and create a seamless, natural flame.  

The Modore 140 is an ecologically smart choice, with Quad-Burner Technology and an E-Save eco mode 

helping save up to 45% on fuel consumption compared to the highest setting. Produced by Element4 

B.V., an award-winning fireplace manufacturer from the Netherlands, the Modore 140 is distributed by 

European Home for installations throughout North America. 

The Modore 140 will be installed with an optional Concrete Style designer interior to provide a bold 

industrial aesthetic with a freshly poured concrete appearance that enhances the look of the flames. 

About European Home 

European Home is a designer, manufacturer and distributor of modern gas and wood fireplaces from 

leading manufacturers across the globe as well as its own brand name line made in the United States. All 

products are expertly crafted with cutting edge technology and high-quality materials to minimize noise 

https://www.europeanhome.com/
https://www.lacclink.com/
mailto:Europeanhome@rhinopr.com
https://www.europeanhome.com/product/modore-140/
https://methodhomes.net/
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and provide a natural, appealing flame. Whatever your design aesthetic or style, you’ll find the perfect 

fireplace with European Home’s complete line of indoor and outdoor fireplaces. For more information, 

please visit https://www.europeanhome.com/. 

Media Contact 

Cory Ploessl 

Marketing Manager for European Home 

781-324-8383 x 220 

cory@europeanhome.com 
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